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I. Introduction

The Great Resignation, the Great Attrition, the Great Disengagement, and the Big Quit are a few of the names for the phenomenon occurring throughout different industries, including higher education. Higher education is not immune from this great exodus and is at a turning point as retention of faculty, administrators, and staff is more important than ever. What’s joy got to do with it? Can it drive those who work in higher education to stay, leave, or return? Money is not enough by itself to retain workers. Over the last two years, higher education, like other industries, is facing a fundamental shift in how people view their work, their employer, and their life. Perhaps this is an opportunity for the Great Joy: to (re)discover joy in your work; reevaluate what you want from work, be open minded, and possibly reinvent how you work,
where you work, who you work with, and what you work on. This article explores the challenges higher education faces as the pandemic continues to alter attitudes on work. It then offers some strategies to (re)discover joy in work. Finally, it discusses ways to maximize joy in work.

II. The Struggle

Exhausted, isolated, disconnected, burnt out, disengaged, ineffective, invisible, “meh,” unable to focus... These are some words or phrases that came to mind when faculty in higher education responded to a prompt to describe how they are feeling at work. After the tumultuous last few years of the pandemic, political unrest, and racial injustice, faculty, staff, administrators, and students may be struggling. Many are more protective of their work-life balance. Shifting from remote work back to in-person teaching may not be the panacea. The pandemic heightened gender and racial inequities. While massive resignations may occur, not everyone may have the option to leave, and this may affect women or faculty of color disproportionately. The struggle also results in issues related to productivity—men may have become more productive, while women may have become less productive as challenges related to childcare arose during the pandemic. Advancement of women and faculty of color may have slowed down if they elected to delay their tenure review, also delaying any raises that may come with promotions. Additionally, as more people resign, there is an increase in workload and a decrease in resources. While everyone may be struggling, there may be a hesitancy to discuss it for fear of stigma, embarrassment, shame, or punitive repercussions. Finally, even those who have seemingly achieved success may feel joyless. Success doesn't bring happiness, happiness brings success.

III. Identify Joy in Work

How can those who work in higher education identify, with specificity, what brings them joy in their work? How can they craft or adjust their work to maximize the time they devote to what they truly love to do? What strategies can they use to stay focused on their joy at work? These lessons can benefit students as well, as they develop their professional identity and align their personal values with their professional ones.

It may not be the case that you don't have joy in your work, but you may have stopped paying attention to what in your work you love. According to Marcus Buckingham, one way to rediscover your joy at work is to identify your red threads. Your red threads are what excites you, where you feel at ease, and when you are at your best. To identify your red threads, look for three clues: instinct, flow, and rapid learning. Answer the three questions below to help you find your red threads and list at least one activity for each one.

1. What do you instinctively volunteer for, look forward to, or get up in the morning excited to do?
2. What is an activity you engage in where you are in a state of flow, where you are totally absorbed in the activity, you disappear into the task, and time rushes by or you lose track of time?
3. What activity do you feel mastery at, where you don't need to think of all the steps involved, and rapid learning just clicks?

Increasing details to the specificity of your loves and loathes, to what strengthens and depletes you, leads to greater fulfillment, performance, and resilience. Many people find it difficult to pinpoint with specificity what brings them joy. One example is making a blanket statement like, “I like helping students, or “I like teaching.” But what do you like about that, and why? To get specific about what brings you joy in your work, for each activity you identified when answering the three questions above, answer the five “does it matter” questions below.

1. Does it matter **who?**
2. Does it matter **when?**
3. Does it matter **why?**
4. Does it matter **what?**
5. Does it matter **how?**

### IV. Maximize Joy in Work

Your work may not be all red threads; however, think about how you could craft your job to maximize your red threads. Learn how to weave them into what you do in your work every day. Go on a scavenger hunt for joy at work.

#### A. Time

Maximizing your red threads or joy in your work is not necessarily about leaving your job or having more time. One key to happiness is how intentional you are about how you spend your time; time over money predicts happiness. Being intentional about how you spend your time, including small decisions and small changes in daily activities, can help you maximize joy at work. You may be so busy trying to just get through the day that you haven't taken time to be intentional about what brings you joy at work and what can you do about it. Think about how much time you spend on an activity. Maximize time spent on activities that bring you joy; minimize time spent on things that drain you.

To raise your awareness of how you spend your time, complete a *time audit*. Reflect on a typical Tuesday at work and write down how you spend your time throughout the day (in the morning, afternoon, and evening). Next to each activity/task, write whether you like it or loathe it; does it bring you joy, meaning, or fulfillment, or does it drain you or leave you feeling depleted?

After conducting your time audit, note any *time confetti* you discovered. Time confetti is a term for those shards of time when you engaged in activities mindlessly (i.e., scrolling social media,
rolling out of bed and checking your email, etc.) Consider how much time you engage in deep work versus shallow work. Often, people lament about not having enough time, time starvation or time poverty. Be proactive instead of reactive with how you spend your time. People tend to gravitate to the path of least resistance, so identify the time, choices, and mental and physical effort required for a desired task and then reduce it. Create a time affluence list—listing which activities/tasks bring you joy (i.e., going for a walk, etc.). Then you can refer to this list if you find yourself with unexpected time—i.e., what you could do if a meeting got cancelled. Instead of engaging in an activity mindlessly, choose an activity that brings you joy.

**B. Control**

If a task/activity doesn't bring you joy, what can you do about it? How can you maximize the time you spend on red threads and weave your red threads into the work you are doing? Someday you may even craft a job that focuses on your red threads. Twenty percent is a threshold level—spend at least 20% of time at work doing activities you love, and you are far less likely to burn out. In addition to being intentional about how you spend your time, focus on what you can control and consider the following:

- If an activity/task is not a red thread, can you delegate it? Although it is not one of your red threads, it might be someone else’s red threads.
- Can you “time fund” it—pay someone else to do it?
- Can you eliminate the activity—i.e., do you need to hold that meeting?
- Can you reframe/change it? For example, “Minimal Meeting Mondays,” “No-Zoom Fridays,” or four-day work weeks?
- Can you be fully present instead of time-conflicted—enjoy your leisure time without checking work emails; take work emails off personal phones; take your vacation time?

**C. Teams**

By harnessing the power of teams, administrators in higher education institutions can lead faculty and staff in a way that gives each one the greatest possible chance to contribute what brings them joy to the institution. Workers in industries who felt part of a team were not only 2.7 times more likely to be fully engaged, they were 3 times more likely to be highly resilient and 2 times more likely to report a strong sense of belonging to their organization. Organizations have created disengaging places to work because they haven't understood the power of teams; if people do not feel part of a team, less than 10% feel engaged, resilient, or connected. Leaders of higher education should listen deeply, unite widely (connect), and act boldly.

People want to be seen, heard, and appreciated. Knowing what your team member’s red threads are can help with engagement, motivation, and inclusion. Team members may have different red threads—what is a red thread to you may not be one to another team member. A team leader can check in with team members on a regular basis. The format (a text, email, phone, or in-person contact) and time involved in the check-in is not determinative;
what matters is that it happens.\textsuperscript{55} Instead of certainty, because things in the world are so fluid, check-ins can create transparency, communication, clarity, community, and trust.\textsuperscript{56} The check-in could focus on questions, such as: what activities did you love last week, what did you loathe, what are your intentions for this week? What help/support do you need from me?\textsuperscript{57} Leaders can model vulnerability as well.

Leaders need to be intentional about inclusive teams with authentic connections,\textsuperscript{58} connections to the purpose of the school’s mission/work and how their work contributes, as well as connections with those they work with. Connections can occur in three ways: shared time, shared experience, and shared goals.\textsuperscript{59} When feeling stressed, the first thing people often do is retreat; i.e., they spend less time on social interaction, like eating at their desk or working alone, and that may be the worst thing they can do. A Harvard study on adult development revealed that the strongest predictor of happiness—more than class, money, IQ, fame, etc., was close relationships.\textsuperscript{60}

Leaders in higher education may need to get creative about ways to connect and engage faculty and staff. They can harness the benefits of remote meetings; however,\textsuperscript{61} scheduling additional meetings to connect may be counterproductive. Instead, end meetings early to leave time for informal conversation. Have substantive content for 15-, 20-, or 50-minute meetings instead of 30- or 60-minute meetings. Ask faculty to bring an object that brings them joy at the next meeting and go around and have each one explain its significance.\textsuperscript{62} Hold a writing retreat where faculty disconnect from tech and work on their scholarship.\textsuperscript{63} Celebrate the small stuff by hosting a lunch or coffee. Focus on wellness over productivity and acknowledge the pivot/change fatigue by taking a pause on new initiatives to reflect and refresh.\textsuperscript{64}

\section*{V. Conclusion}

Everyone in higher education has a responsibility to (re)discover and weave joy into their work.\textsuperscript{65} If joy in your work is truly important to you and vital to your ultimate happiness, specifically and intentionally identify it, prioritize it, and seek it out. Nothing changes if nothing changes.\textsuperscript{66} Take time and space to reflect on lessons learned over the last few years. After reflection, disrupt your daily habits instead of reverting back to the ways things were. Envision what you want your job to be, not just what it has been.\textsuperscript{67} Get creative about how red threads can be woven into new ways of getting jobs done or over time designing roles specifically for red threads. Higher education institutions can retain talent “by investing in more meaning, more belonging and stronger team and relational ties.”\textsuperscript{68} The last few years have been so challenging in many ways, but they may also provide an opportunity for authenticity, creativity, connection, and the Great Joy.
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